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BCC Nurses
Organizing
SHO Confab
On October 9, 1966, at BCC Nur-
ses Center, medical students from
Albert Einstein School of Medicine
held an open meeting to inform
nursing students of the work of
SHO.
Bill Bronstein a University of
South California student, laid the
foundation in the present SHO
four years ago . A National Con-
vention of SHO was held in Chi-
cago in 1965 at which 20 medical
schools were present
. SHO
has
aroused enormous attention to the
extent that the federal government
gave this organization $240,000 to
foster its program.
SHO is concerned with the Socio-
Economic problems of the under-
privileged .
Last year, members
worked in the San Fernando Val-
ley of California, where Mexican
immigrants come every year to
work in the fields. SHO has also
(Continued on Page 2, Col
. 3)
Registrar Sets
Course Numbers
Releases Changes In System
Professor John E. D'Andrea,
plans to implement a new course
numbering system . In this issue
you may find a complete listing
of the new numbers with the old
.
The Fall 1966 Final Examination
Schedules (DAY and EVENING)
will use the new numbering system .
Only the new course numbers will
be recorded on the student's per-
manent record and grade report for
the Fall 1966 Semester
.
(Starting in the Spring 1967 se-
mester, program planning will
The second annual BCC honors
make use of the new course system convocation was held
on Wednes-
only. However, the Registration day, November
9th, 1966, in the
Guide will list the current course auditorium
. Presiding over the
and the new numbers with the old ceremonies was Dean Clement
M.
numbers de-emphasized
. By Sum- Thompson . After the National An-
mer session, the new numbers will them, there was an address by
be used
. Also, the Curriculum Pat- President Colston, and then a mus-
tern Sheets will list new numbers
. ical interlude consisting of "In
troduction and Passacaglia," by
Heinrich Biber. Prof. Louis F .
Simon played the violin part and
was accompanied by Dr
. Marvin
Salzberg, on the piano. Dean Silver-
man then presented the awards
for students on the Dean's List .
Two - students received Alexander's
Scholarship Awards . These awards
were presented by Dr. Bernard
Corbman, head of the Business and
Commerce Department and a rep-
resentative of Alexander's Depart-
ment Stores . The awards are given
for showing promise in the field
of retailing .Inauguration Held For
Schlesinger By CUNY
By Susan Steinman
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr
., noted historian, writer, and adviser to Presi
dents Kennedy and Johnson, was appointed to the faculty of the City
University of New York (CUNY) in the rank of Albert
Schweitzer
Professor of the Humanities, in May, 1966
. The $30,000 a year
posi
tion is one of ten distinguished professorships established bythe
State Legislature in 1964 "to attract the world's
most distinguishes
and renowned scholars" to teach in New York State . His appointment
is in keeping with the tradition of many West Coast universities
o
hiring "intellectual super-stars" to add luster
and distinction to the
university.	
At his inauguration on Thurs-
day, October 25, Mr
. Schlesinger
gave a lecture entitled "Ideas and
Responsibility
: The Intellectual and
Society." The lecture urged greaterr
intellectual participation in the
community, and predicted that
CUNY will become a "growing
source of political ferment ."
In his discussion of education,
Mr. Schlesinger went on to predict
that "by 1970 the educational in-
terests of teachers and scholars
will be twice as large as the agri-
cultural interest and will begin to
formulate their demands and fight
for them
." Some of the demands
set forth by this new interest will
be claims for an "educational com-
munity-essentially for a more hu-
mane and rational organization of
American education ."
Other demands, he went on to
say, will not only be for more
money for schools and research but,
"more freedom for intellectual in-
quiry and more recognition and
representation for intellectuals in
the agencies of national power."
This chief criticism of the edu-
cational system is its over-empha-
sis of vocational instruction and
the "rapid courses designed to hold
the interest of unwilling students ."
The lecture was concluded with
a quotation from Yeats
: "Man must
hold reality and justice in a single
thought, thus he need never fear
his capacity to live and move in
the world of power."
Mr. Schlesinger's duties will in-
elude conducting seminars, in his
special fields of knowledge
. The
seminars will be "The Age of Jack-
son," and "The Foreign Policy of
the New Deal
." They will be given
during Fall 1966, and Spring 1967
semesters, respectively
. His stu-
dents will include advanced docto-
ral students, in history, political
science, English, and philosophy,
who are enrolled in CUNY's in-
fant doctoral program
.
The other nine distinguished po-
sitions, granted to public and priv-
ate universities throughout the
state, include four additional Al-
bert Schweitzer Chairs in the Hu-
manities, and five Albert Einstein
Chairs in Science
. Each grant is
supported by a $100,000 annual al-
location
. In addition to providing
the salary of the professor the,
funds will be used to support grad-
uate research assistantships, in-
vite visiting scholars -to conduct
seminars, develop library resour-
ces and make possible the pursuit
of the scholarly activities of the
professor and his assistants
.
Mr.
Schlesinger, summacum
laude graduate of Harvard Uni-
versity, has been the recipient of
two Pulitzer prizes for his books,
"The Age of Jackson," . and "A
Thousand Days." He is also the
author of eight other distinguished
historical works.
Before his appointment to the
CUNY faculty, he served on the
faculty of Harvard, as a Professor
of Humanities . During his stay at
Harvard, he was appointed to John
F. Kennedy's Dhite House staff.
The inauguration, held in Hunter
College Assembly Hall, was pre-
sided over by Dr. Albert H
. Bow-
ker, Chancellor of CUNY. Guest
speakers included Hon. Joseph W
.
McGovern, member of the State
Board of Regents, and Mayor John
Jerry Szejewicz, a 20-year-old
sophomore at Bronx Community
College, has been awarded $75 for
his essay on "The Urban Outlook
of the United States."
The essay contest on Civil Rights
and Reapportionment was sponsor-
ed by the Bronx County Bar As-
sociation in conjunction with the
social studies department at Bronx
Community College. The essay con-
test was open to Bronx Commun-
ity College students only .
The Essay
In writing the essay, Jerry
Szyjewicz was concerned with the
question of urbanization and the
problems it raised in the making of
legislation . When America evolved
from a rural society into an urban
society, the existing laws were in-
capable of coping with the new
problems. According to Mr
. 'Szy-
jewicz, "This prompted the Su-
preme Court to play a new role in
the enactment of legislation ." "The
most prominent problems arose in
the areas of Civil Rights and
Reapportionment,:" he continued,
when asked what the new problems
that urbanization created were.
By citing pertinent facts, such
as Supreme Court cases, Jerry
proved that not only were the fore-
going the problems created by ur-
banization, but that the Supreme
Court played a major role in fos-
tering civil rights and calling for
court reappointment
.
Law Essay Winner
Given Cash Prize
Jerry Szyjewicz came
to the
'United States from Israel in 1959
and, after graduating from Theo-
dore Roosevelt High School in the
Bronx, he spent one year at Hun-
ter College as a non-matriculated
student. After his year at Hunter,
Jerry became a matriculated stu-
dent at Bronx Community College.
After graduation, Jerry plans to
attend CCNY and work for a de-
gree in Bio-Chemistry .
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- A four man
Accreditation team of the
Middle States Association, ar-
rived at the BCC campus to-
day. The members of the par-
ty include: Team Chairman-
Dean C. 0. Williams, Dean of
Admissions Emeritus, of
Penn. State University; Dr.
Joseph Bellinger-Director of
Vocational Education for San
Jose Unified School District,
San Jose, California
; Dr. W.
Robert Halstead, Vice Presi-
dent Gaston College, Gastonia,
North Carolina
; and Dr. John
Lovell, Jr., Professor o f Eng.
(Continued on Page 2 . Col. 5)
HONOR STUDENTS
AT CONVOCATION
CUNYCollege Centers Open
By DONNA ABRAMS
Last summer, 2,300 freshmen
from all over New York City re-
ceived letters that put them all
at ease. Originally rejected from
the CUNY, they were invited to
attend special college centers that
would serve them until enough
room was provided at other city
colleges. One of the centers, locat-
ed at the YMCA at 161st Street
and Washington Avenue, is now
administered by Bronx Community
College. Through the efforts of the
staff of BCC, the center was made
ready to admit 300 students on
September 23 .
However, there were some doubts
as to whether the center would
work out. For instance, how would
the students feel going to classes
at the "Y"? It seemed that they
wouldn't feel that they were really
getting a college education, or
really part of a college campus .
Do they feel they are missing out?
Is the City University College Cen-
ter successful?
"Yes," opened Fran Budnoh . "It's
giving kids a chance to go to col-
lege that otherwise could not go ."
Fredda Gilriches likes it because
she feels unique. "We're getting
more help with our start in college
than the average freshman ."
"I think it's a good start for
kids with our averages," says
Francine Ginsburg. "It's better for
us to start here than at a regular
college ."
Of course, the center is not a
haven for college students, nor
teachers for that matter. As Anne
Zamosky pointed out : "There
should be a better cafeteria for the
students, and we should have a
lounge. There is no place to study
and no place to go . There should
also be a set time during the week'
when the students can plan activi-
ties and organize student clubs ."
During the third week of the
term, finally, the center got black-
boards and desks . By November,
the library should be ready for use .
Up until now, everything is run-
ring smoothly and everybody is
looking forward to midterms .
So, that's what's happenin' at
the "Y" ?
Parents Group Plans
3 Meetings For Term
During this semester, there are three parents meetings planned . The
first is a meeting of the newly formed Parents Organization which
had been scheduled for Wednesday evening, November 9th from 8-10
PM in the fifth floor dining area .
The agenda of the meeting called for a panel discussion on "adjust-
ment of College Students ." The panel consisted of two students, two
parents, and two members of the faculty, Dr. Gerald Ehrlich, staff
psychologist, moderated this panel .
The Parents Organization meets on a regular basis to discuss
the programs, offerings, and resources of Bronx Community College .
Any student who would like to participate in the planning of these
meetings by serving on the advisory committee should contact Mr .
Kalin in Room 5-8.
The second meeting planned is a Freshman Parents Night scheduled
for Wednesday evening, December 7, 1966, from 8-9 PM in the Audi-
torium and Fifth Floor lounge . At this time, the parents of freshmen
students will have a chance to meet with various members of the ad-
ministration and faculty of the college .
The third scheduled meeting is an Evening Session Parents Night
scheduled for Wednesday evening, December 14th from 8-10 PM in the
Fifth Floor Dining Area . This meeting will be for parents of evening
session and non-matriculated students . Present will be members of the
faculty who are directly concerned with education of evening session
and non-matriculated students .
Responsibilities of Students On Advisory Committee of
Parents Organization
1-Attend Planning and Evaluation Sessions - No more than four
during semester.
2-Attend Parents Organization (November 9) and Parents Night
(Dec. 7) . Attendance at Evening Session Parents Night (December
14) is optional .
3-Serve as hosts and hostesses at planned meetings . Responsibili-
ties include giving out programs, seating parents, engaging in in-
formal discussion with parents and faculty at these meetings .
4-Two students who would participate in panel discussion on No-
vember 9. The topic is "Adjustment of College 'Students." This would
be a panel discussion consisting of two parents, two students and two
members of the faculty. Each student should be prepared to speak for
three to five minutes on adjustment needs as he sees is .
5-Three students to serve as steering committee to meet with Mr .
Kalin once a month (on a Wednesday from 5-6 PM or other- convenient
time to be arranged) . This steering committee would serve as a co-
ordinating body for advisory committee. Two of these • three students
should be prepared to attend Parents Advisory Committee on Wednes-
day, October 26 from 9-10 PM in Faculty Lounge . This would help us
in planning functions with the parents .
6-Three students (all do not have to be members of the steering
committee) who would plan a brief Parent Handbook . This would not
be an extensive commitment . Would probably require 3 to 4 hours total .
CALENDAR FOR PARENTS MEETINGS - FALL 1966
Wednesday, November 9 - Fifth Floor Lounge and West Wing of
Cafeteria, 8 to 10 PM .
Wednesday, November 16 - Student Evaluation of Meeting 5-6 PM .
Room 2-15 .
Wednesday, December 7 - Frosh Parents Night . Auditorium and
Fifth Floor Lounge, 8-10 PM.
Wednesday, December 14 - Evening Session Parents Meeting, West
Wing of Cafeteria, 8-10 PM .
Please note, Room 2-15 has been reserved for the following Wednes-
days : November 30, December 7, Decembr 14, and December 21 . These
will be used for any steering committee meetings .
SHO Confab
(Continue from Page 1, Col. 1)
set up Day Care Nurseries. Before
SHO stepped in, two- children died
annually from carbon monoxide
poisoning after being left in cars
while their parents worked .
You have a chance to become a
part of this organization which
has made itself a necessity in help-
ing to solve today's Socio-Economic
problems. On February 10, 11, 12,
1967, the Bronx Chapter of SHO
will sponsor a National Meeting
to be held at the BCC Nursing
Center. Students in all health pro-
fessions will be in attendance .
There will be workshops, lectures,
and most of all, a chance to meet
others with your -same objective .
All BCC students who are con-
nected with the health profession
have an opportunity to further the
objectives of the Student Health
Organization. The objectives are
as follows :
1. To educate health science stu-
dents in the health problems of
the society we serve .
2. To provide the health science
students with direct experience in
the operation of community health
resources .
3. To introduce more community
health concepts into professional
school curricula .
4. To contribute to the health
education and health care of our
society .
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lish, and Associate Dean, Col-
lege of Liberal Arts, Howard
University, Washington, D.C.
At a joint conference of Admin .
istration and Student leaders, many
points of special interest were
brought up. President of Student
Council, Peter Lesser said : "There
is a definite personal relationship,
here at BCC, not found at other
colleges ." Answering the many
questions about the student body,
and the role of Student Govern .
ment, -Peter Lesser, also said : "We
do not have to take to the streets,
here if ,we have a problem, we can
talk it over with the Dean, or with
the President . In BCC the students
don't have to protest for there is
a place for their gripes to be aired ."
Among the other topics discus.
sed, were the student budget, the
COMMUNICATOR, as well as the
other school publications, fraternal
organizations, the social and cul.
tural events of the year, and social
(Continue on Page 5, Col . 3)
By IRA GRANN
Throughout its brief history, the Student Government of BCC has al-
ways .presented great names in folk singing. None, however, as great
as Peter, Paul and Mary .
In order to accommodate the throngs of people expected at this "In
Concert" performance, the Student Government felt it necessary to
contract the RKO Fordham Movie Theatre ; and it's a good thing they
The 2,100 seat theatre was almost filled to capacity,
Peter, Paul and Mary rose out of the small "village" Gaslight Cafe
to the "Big Time" on the tails of Pete Seeger and Lee Hayes' "If
I Had A Hammer," slightly rearranged by Paul and their manager
Milt Okin .
The first part of the performance included such standards as "Don't
Think Twice," by Dylan, "San Francisco Bay Blues," .by Jesse Fuller,
misses Sweeter Than Wine," by Woody Guthrie . Also included was
an original song by Paul and Dick, their bassist, "On A Magic Island"
and some new songs, such as "Well Well Well ."
The second half include "The Times They Are A Changing" by Dy-
lan, "The First Time" by Peggy Seeger, sister of Pete, and Evon
McCall, her husband .
The group showed their versatility in changing from the strong
steady beat of "Times" to the slow somber beat of the Melodious
"First Time." They performed a new song by Earl Robinson called
"Hurry Down Sundown ."
They crowned off the evening by singing "Sampson," and were
called back for two encores, one of Puff, the son,- everyone was wait-
ing for, and Hammer, the song which threw them onto the front pages
of trade magazines .
Later, in an interview with the Communicator, Mr . Peter Yarrow,
Paul and Mary left, was quite free in giving his opinion and beliefs .
When asked what kind of -audience he liked to work for, he com-
mented that he didn't care, as long as there was interactions between
performer and audience . He further commented that they, Peter, Paul
and Mary, perform to satisfy themselves, not necessarily the audience .
In response to the question of why they never recorded "Civil Rights"
songs, although they were active in the "movement," Peter commented
that it would be rather presumptious . They sing "Civil Rights" down
south where it means something . He went further to say, they were
down in Alabama because "someone's rights" . were being violated,
whether he be a Negro or a Jew, it is wrong and we feel it is wrong .
But, we are riot professional protesters . We sing for what we believe in ."
In all, Student Government presented the students with a most en-
joyable evening .
DEFICIT SUCCESS
President of Council, Peter Lesser, recently brought big
name folksingers-Peter Paul & Mary-to BCC. We feel the
choice between student interest and the budget was correctly
made.
The concert, the most successful in the school's history,
,vas a near sellout. Approximately 6% of the seats were un-
sold bringing up the question of the additional deficit .
We think that Mr. Lesser took the correct action by choos-
ing for the students, and that the results will be, in the long
run, better entertainment with full participation, and an en-
hanced reputation to match. Mr. Lesser, Mr. Eugene Fixler
and Mr. Jan Ickovic and the sisters of Sigma Iota Nu are to
be commended for a particularly wise decision .
AN APOLOGY
The Editorial Board o f
COMMUNICATOR would like
to offer its apologies for the
publication of any statements,
offensive in manner, relating
to Mr. Stuart Hoberman .
COUNCIL COMMENT
The Monday afternoon meetings
of the Student Council have been
a farce. There are certain people
who insist on prolonging these
meetings for no purpose other
than to annoy the Executive Com-
mittee members and their fellow
assemblymen. These people think
they are showing the authority of
the meeting that they cannot be
bossed and pushed. These shena-
nigans can be eliminated. Then,
maybe the Assembly can get some-
thing done.
This small, troublesome faction'
put a resolution to the assem-
bly and got it passed with some
difficulty. As a result, an "In-
quiry Committee" was formed to
investigate the Executive Commit-
tee's powers. The committee con-
sists of five people elected by the
assembly. Stuart Hoberman became
the chairman of this committee .
Some people have accused Mr.
Hoberman of arranging the entire
affair because of his closeness to
the people on the Executive Com-
mittee and Chi Kappa Epsilon Fra-
ternity. This is untrue. Mr. Hober-m an had nothing to do with in-
troducing the resolution, and he
probably wanted nothing to do with
the committee . Trouble started be-
cause most people dislike XKE
without knowing the members .
Some think it has a bad reputa-
tion which had been built up in
the past.
A Constitutional Committee was
formed to revamp the school's con-
stitution completely . This commit-
tee was formed long before the In-
quiry Committee. It is their job
to make clear the powers of the
Executive Committee. However,
these powers are defined in the
school's constitution . Therefore, the
Inquiry Committee is not needed
at all and should be disbanded . It
is an insult to the Executive Com-
mittee and the student body to
elect these people into office .
Respectfully submitted,
Stephen Herman
Representative of DAM
ASSEMBLY LAUGHS
As a student active in various
activities around the school, I have
been fortunate enough this term
to sit on the Student Assembly as
a voting member. As a voting mem-
ber, I have experienced a great
deal of mistrust and pettiness on
behalf of a great many individ-
uals in Student Government. From
a minimum of research, it is easy
to ascertain that petty attitudes
have prevailed over Student Gov-
ernment in many terms past. The
main conflict to which I am re-
ferring is the struggle between
the Student Assembly and the Ex-
ecutive Committee .
Although motives were ques-
tioned, out of Assembly rose a
resolution which was passed . This
resolution created a committee
which would examine the positions
of the Executive Committee and
attempt to bring, to the entire
student body, through the Assem-
bly, a better understanding of this
particular branch of government .
The basic premise this committee
adapted was to instill a sound trust
(Continued on Page 1)
Short Thoughts on Past Actions
To the Editor :
In the last issue of COMMUNICATOR, a letter, so-signed by Greg-
gory Zizza, Liaison to Assembly, and Steve Reisman, Chairman' of
the Student Inquiry Committee and Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Committee, was printed in Forum 7, containing a number
of statements of fact, accusations, and criticisms about ./at/of certain
figures in student affairs who are affiliated with the fraternal or-
ganization, Chi Kappa Epsilon .
This letter was in no way intended to reflect the opinions of the
Executive Committee but rather was a view of two individual students.
It has been brought to our attention that a number of statements
in the aforementioned letter were based on facts which, while they
were for the most part accurate, were printed along with some erron-
ous information, concerning Mr. Stuart Hoberman, Master Fraternity
the faternal organization mentioned above, and the assembly repre-
sentative of the United College Forum.
First, one fact which was accepted as valid, was, on the contrary,
quite incorrect . Stu has been elected to an Assembly seat prior to the
one he presently holds. He was elected by the students in the Liberal
Arts and Sciences curriculum as their voice in the Assembly in 1965 .
Unfortunately, he never fulfilled this position as he "changed curri-
culums." It was also stated that Stu, when a measure was brought
up, discussed, debated, and voted upon in the Assembly, pointed a
thumb in one of two directions, up or down . To the best of our knowl-
edge (which has been supplimented by many sources since "the letter"
was published) he has not been witnessed pointing a thumb in the
downward direction . Two witnesses have come forward, however, in-
forming us that they have seen Mr. Hoberman point his thumb in a
positive manner.
In clarifying this aspect of the letter printed previously, we would
like to impress upon the reader the importance of this fact. We can-
not, in good conscience, completely retract the statement concerning
the thumbs . Originally, in view of the situation, and facing a lawsuit,
we felt it would be in the best interests of all concerned to completely
retract the statement on this matter . In addition, we mistakenly made
a comparison between Mr. Hoberman and the Mafia . To the best of
our knowledge, Mr. Hoberman is not affiliated, in any manner, with
the Mafia. Furthermore, we have no knowledge of any use of Mafia
like methods by Mr. Hoberman . Also, Stu is not a "Master Thumb."
I have been informed that Teddy Abstender is a character member
of the Maccabee. In our statement, we were in error and apologize
for not checking further. Our source was one which is usually very
reliable.
Finally, concerning the Treasurer of Student Council, Mr . Jay
tel, he has _replied to us personally, and not to the student body as a
whole. He has made a statement concerning the Little Anthony tickets .
In an effort to clarify and explain the events surrounding the tickets,
Peter Lesser, President of Student Council, has instructed one of us
(Continued on Page 8, Col . 4)
Rose Colored Glasses
B Ira Grann
Recently, the Board of Education of the . City of New York announced
that they were waging war or, vandalism in public schools . This van-
dalism manifests itself in broken windows, smashed desks, and writing
on walls, floors, and even bathrooms .
Some of the responsibility for these happenings is placed on small
school children, some on ball playing . Most of it is put, rightfully, on
teenagers who, for no reason, feel it necessary to vandalize . However,
in a college, the students should 'be mature enough to realize that this
is wrong. Unfortunately, here at BCC, this is not the case .
Upon examination of the staircases in the main building, it can be
noted, that most of the DON'T JUMP signs have been changed . In
keeping with good taste, I will not print what they have been changed
to. A look at the dozen or so bathrooms in the school, reveals the
writing talents of our students . Besides the inexcusable obscenities and
pornographic drawings, appears scads of lyric poetry, equal parts of
epic poetry, and plain smut, as well as some of the most debasing
crarges about the various races and religions .
Many of the rooms in the college have scribbling all over the walls .
in places where instructors, supposedly, cannot see. In addition to
being the worst form of cheating, it also defaces city property .
Many people feel that, since this building is city property, they own
it and can treat it as they wish . However, just as much as it is theirs,
it is also mine, and I want it clean .
If a poll were to be taken of every person in New York City (quite
an impossible task) asking if people want a dirty city with obscene
writing on walls and garbage on floors, or, a clean city without the
above, I ab sure the latter would be the choice of the majority of the
people .
Right here at BCC, if we were to hold such a poll, assuming, of course,
that we could wade through the dirt and garbage left behind by those
people we were asking, the same answer would be given .
WE ALI, WANT A CLEAN SCHOOL TO WORK AND STUDY
IN. LET'S DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT .
Art Review
Unfortunately, when the majority o f the students
	
todsnts at BCC pass
through the main floor corridor, they fail to take notice of the admir-
able art exhibits that decorate the walls . These exhibits are education-
ally stimulating as well as entertaining.
From September 26 to October 14, a display entitled "Interaction of
Color" adorned the otherwise flatly painted walls . The artist of this
exhibition, Josef Albers, associated with the German Bauhaus, was
chairman of the Yale School of Art for ten years . "Interaction of
Color" explored Albers' color theories . Explaining the purpose of this
study, he said, "It shows a new way of teaching color, of studying
color . . . to make our eyes sensitive to the wonders of color inter-
action." The color panels which were on display were accompanied by
explanations regarding particular color experiments . For example, it
was shown that certain colors visually take on different hues accord-
ing to other colors which surround them, and two different colors ap-
pear to be identical when they are surrounded by other specific colors .
This exhibit, which consisted primarily of geometric abstractions,
which Albers is internationally acclaimed, was arranged by the
Syracuse University Art Department in cooperation with the New
York State Council on the Arts .
If you neglected to view "Interaction of Color," don't miss the ex-
hibit of original oil paintings by L . Scott Croft, which began October
18 and will be on display until November 21 .
Croft, born in Nova Scotia, studied in British Colombia . His oils
are exhibited nationally in Canada and the U .S. Painted on masonite,
they are, for the most part, based upon Croft's memories of the north-
ern landscape.
BCC is fortunate to have an exhibit consisting of the original works
of a man as talented as Croft. A member of Allied Artists, American
Artists Professional League, and a Fellow of the International Insti-
tute of Arts and Letters, he has won numerous first prizes for his oils.
In Fall of 1 .965. he received the Washington Square Outdoor Art Ex-
hibition Travel Exhibit Award for a collection of his compositions en-
titled "Northwest USA." Another of his works, "Edge of the Cliffs,"
brought him the WSOAE Grand Prize in Oils .
Currently, approximately twenty of Mr . Croft's works are . on dis-
play in the main floor corridor (of the main building) and in the BCC
library . Take note of the fine art shows, which are supervised by Dr .
Heinz, heal of the Art Program at BCC . You will enjoy them, and
they will enlarge your appreciation of art .
Nursing Notes
By Maureen McDonald
During the last month an
a half at Nursing Center
many diverse opinions have
been expressed by the stu
dents regarding Nursing Cen
ter's extracurricular activities
Some students wish to work
more closely with the main
building for the purpose o
correlating 'our social calen
dars and receiving more fi
nances through Student Gov
ernment. On the other hand
there are students who wish
to arrange, and sponsor nurs
ing activities solely through
Nursing Center .
It is because of these two opin
ions and the connotations whirl
accompany them, i. e., more o :
less direct involvement with the
main building, that the student :
at Nursing Center find themselves
in the midst of turmoil . All par
ties involved, including myself
have allowed this situation to react
a point were it is affecting the
lives of almost every student at
Nursing Center. It has caused per.
sonal animosities, and has planter
the seed of mistrust in many minds
I feel that if we stem the mon-
ster which is growing in Nursing
Center now, the anger and indig .
nation felt by many people can be
re-directed and -put to construc-
tive use for the betterment of
nursing center .
Basically and hopefully, even
though we are approaching the
problem in a different manner, and
wash to find the solution through
different means, we are all work-
ing for what we feel will be the
best possible answer for the largest
number of people at nursing cen-
ter. It is with this in mind that l
suggest to the Proctors Council .
and to all nursing students that we
bring this problem to the floor,
We should air our opinions open-
ly, state our pros and cons, and,
most important of all, listen to
each other with an open mind .
Through constructive criticism, and
by exposing ourselves to as much
knowledge as possible, and ap-
proaching this situation with logic
rather than emotion, I feel we can
come to a solution which will be
satisfactory and beneficial for all .
What I am saying, especially to
Proctors Council since it is the
representative body of Nursing
Center, is that it is time that we
looked at the issues rather that
allowing personalities to hinder us
in moving forward,
BULLETIN
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services to the community at large .
At the meeting with the Accre-
ditation team, were: Dean Clement
Thompson, Dean of Students ; Dean
Vera Minkin, Assistant Dean of
Students ; Mr. Eugene Fixler, Di-
rector of Student Activities ;- Mr.
William C. Woolfson. Coordinator
Pf Special College Activities ; Peter
Lesser, and a number of elected
officers ; Irene Ferrone, Editor-in-
Chief, and Byrne Blumenstein,
Managing Editor of the COM-
MUNICATOR.
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L'Eau De Bayulone
By BOB STONEHILL
1 The importance of intelligence has never been minimized,
9
certainly never at BCC. On the contrary, it has been over-
rated, even glorified . But, by rating it above concrete en-
,deavors  we have hindered the operation and broken the co-
nhesio  of our school .
Our esteem for intellect compares remarkably to the reverence for
money that all condemn . Both resources are regarded as good in them-
I
selves and are displayed as such . However, as Henry James insists,
"Intellect is as essentially subordinate a good, as money is . It is goodF only as a minister and purveyor to right affections ."
Intelligence is potential. It need not be spent, or expended judici-
ously, when used . It i sproductive only when directed towards a spe-
cific problem or goal. Like artistic ability and athletic skills, its pro-
ductive capabilities are limited . Although intelligence is a vital ca-
' parity, it is not the only one .
At BCC, however, the students think it is . Reverence for intelli-
gence has replaced friendship and respect. As a result, relationships
within BCC's elite are often mockeries of mutual reverence, rather
than friendships of mutual respect . Even in the classroom, some stu-
dents, feeling greatly superior to their instructors, visibly must con-
descend to be taught .
BCC's monolithic concept of excellence has established a hierarchy
within the student body that is both limited in qualification and dam-
aging to the overall welfare of our school . Though artistic abilities are
still lauded, athletic achievement and personal warmth are often over-
looked. Consequently, intellectual ability is regarded not as a ca-
pacity but as a power.
Impelled by their reverence for intelligence, our students grant
those individuals endowed with mental prowess critical rights over
the productive organs of our school . When the Student Council and
Student Publications are attacked by sophisticates dissatisfied with
the procedures and goals of school activities, these criticisms are
heeded. However, such students seek not a functioning collegiate acti-
vity but a democratically pure organization reflecting similar ideals.
This is not the purpose, avowed or otherwise, of student activities .
Rather, these bodies must plan, coordinate, and regulate extracurri-
cular activities. Assuming they did nothing else, their methods and
practices might be open to attack, but not their existence or their
authority . -
Replacing the existing elite, the student body of BCC must establish
pluralistic and flexible standards from which to judge excellence . And,
in this system, intelligence must be valued as a limited ability, pro-
ductive only when used .
FROM ACROSS, THE STREET
Steve Reisman
There are many ways of doing things . In most cases, the
means which will be employed in order to achieve the desired
end are up to the individual. It is the individual who decides
what must be done in order to reach a goal .
This goal, in most cases, is also decided upon by the in-
dividual. It is commonly thought that, "If his intentions are
honorable, then . . . ." But no, this is not the case .
The method of realizing one's intentions is; by far, the more im-
portant of the two. It is the means, not the ends, which are viewed
by other individuals. Unfortunately, if a person has honorable inten-
tions, and his way of achieving the desired end doeh not meet with
popular approval, then the other individuals are likely to look at this
one individual with a combination of displeasure, distrust, disgust, and
disdain .
But, in spite of this possible eventuality, if the individual does not
act when he feels he has to, then he is likely to be relegated to a posi-
tion of stagnation . Unfortunately, while the intentions were honorable,
the methods were not exactly accepted ones . So, this leaveh the in-
dividual with a choice between two evils .
Does the individual stand aside and let things pass him by though
he feels they need change, for fear of having his methods criticized
and himself distructed ? Or, does the individual act when he sees fit to
act, knowing that his methods may be wrong, but acting nevertheless .
Here, the individual must evaluate the two evils and choose the
lesser. Is it better not to act and watch something waste away, or is it
better to act, he criticized, but throw light os the problem in ire pro-
cess?
This is up to the individual attempting to realize a goal. It is he
who has set his sights on something ; it is he, and he alone, on whom
his action will reflect ; it is he who will bear the criticism ; and it is he
who will see the. problem unearthed and, eventually, solved by those
who have criticized his methods .
Thus, the ends will he achieved, if not by him, then by those more
aware of the repercusions of the ends . But, most important, the ends
will be achieved, the problem will be solved, and his efforts will not have
been in vain.
Forum 7
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of one branch of government in
the other.
As a member of the "Examining
Committee," I was present at the
Executive Committee then it chal-
lenged the Assembly's resolution .
The Executive Meeting was guid-
ed by the adept hand of Steve
Reisman, who "had to do what was
right," and who question the leg-
ality of an assembly which was not
unprecedented in its appointments.
It was hard to tell who Mr. Reis-
man was trying to help . He did
succeed, most admirably, in keep-
ing any possible conflicts at their
peak;, and, with his points of per-
sonal privilege and his consistant
petty technicalities, Mr . Reisman
received most of the attention for
which he was striving for.
In the past, Mr. Reisman has
made various accusations question-
ing the integrity of the members
of the Student Assembly . In one
such attack, he accused Mr. Stuart
Hoberman of controlling much of
the Assembly through his frater-
nity. Since this writer has been in
the Assembly, he has seen no such
thing . I have heard people ask Mr.
Hoberman for his opinion on vari-
ous issues and, I myself, have been
placed in the same position. It
frightens me to think of how Mr .
Reisman can assume the role of
"Government Savior" and, through
his inflexible attitude, hamper stu-
dents who are genuinely interested
in the welfare of the school .
Mr. Reisman has put two cogs
into the wheels of Student Gov-
ernment. By being present at both
the Executive Meetings and As-
sembly meetings, he has played two
ends against the middle and won
his personal battle for recognition .
I Mr . Reisman has presented bothbranches of Student Government
with a common problem . . . HIM-
SELF.
Respectfully yours,
James Baumann
AND LAUGHS
To the Editor :
I just finished laughing at the
last Student Assembly meeting,
preceeded by a letter by 'Steve
Reisman in the last Forum 7 . This
last letter was received with mixed
emotion, (law suit?) If any stu-
dent bothers to go to these As-
sembly meetings, he will see a
sight that is not to be forgotten .
One will see a body of "students"
acting almost as if they were chil-
(Continued on Page 10)
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NEW COURSE CHANGES AS
DEPARTMENT-BIOLOGY and MEDICAL LABORATORY
TECHNOLOGY
New Course Old
	
Title
Number Number Course
BIO 11 (SB 1) Gen Biology 1
BIO 12 (SB 2) Gen Biology 2
BIO IS (SB 1-1) Zoology
BIO 18 (SB 8) Human Physiology
BIO 21 (SB 10) Human Anatomy Physig .
BIO 22 (SB 18) Medical Terminology
BIO 25 (SB 5) Anatomy Physlg. 1
BIO 26 (SB 6) Anatomy Physlgy . 2
BIO 28 (SB 11) Bacteriology
BIO 31 (SB 3) Embryology
BIO 35 (SB 13) Clinical 'Techniq. 1
BIO 36 (SB 14) Clinical Techniq . 2
BIO 41 (SB 4) Histology Microtec
BIO 43 (SB 7) Microbiology
RIO 46 (TD 1) Clin Tec Med Sec 1
BIO 47 (TD 2) Clin Tee Med Sec 2
DEPARTMENT-BUSINESS and COMMERCE
New Course Old New Course Old
Number Number Number Number
Accounting
ACC 11 (TB 1) Fundamental Account 1 4.0
ACC 12 (TB 2) Fundamental Account 2 4.0
ACC 13 (TB 3) Intermediate Accounting 4.0
ACC 14 (TB 4) Cost Accounting 4.0
Business
BUS 11 (TB 7) Business Mathematics
BUS 41 (TB 9) Business Statistic
BUS 51 (TB 24) Bus Organztn Manage
BUS 61 (TB 26) Bus Mach Practice
Data Processing
DAT 11 (TB 27) Data Process System 4.0
DAT 20 (TB 81) Punch Cards Wiring 4.0
DAT 21 (TB 82) Adv Wiring Concept 4.0
DAT 21 (TB 83) Mach Acct Applic 1 3.0
DAT 23 (TB 84) Mach Acct Applic 2 3.0
DAT 30 (TB 91) Intro to Systems 4.0
DAT 31 (TB 94) Advanced Systems Anal 4.0
DAT 40 (TB 92) Basic Computer Prog 4.0
DAT 41 (TB 93) Advanced Programming 4.0
DAT 42 (TB 95) Adv Prog Sys Appli 5.0
DAT 50 (TB 85) Mgt- Dp Installation 4.0
Finance
FIN 31 (TB 8)
Law
LAW 41 (TB 6)
LAW 45 (TB 5)
LAW 47 (TB 40)
Retailing
RET 11 (TB 11)
RET 13 (TB 36)
RET 14 (TB 37)
RET 31 (TB 31)
RET 33 (TB 32)
RET 35 (TB 33-1)
RET 36 (TB 33-2)
RET 41 (TB 34)
RET 43 (TB 35)
RET 51 TB 38)
RET 53 (TB 39)
Secretarial
SEC 34 (TB 15)
SEC 35 (TB 16)
SEC 37 (TB 14)
SEC 41 (TB 54)
SEC 45 (TB 53)
SEC 47 (TB 51)
SEC 48 (TB 52)
Stenography
STE 01 (TB 017G)
STE 02 (TB 017F)
STE 11 (TB 17G)
ISTE 12 (TB 18G)
STE 13 (TB 19G)
STE 14 (TB
STE 15 (TB
STE 16 (TB
STE 17 (TB
STE 18 (TB
STE 31 (TB
STE 32 (TB
STE 34 (TB
STE 35 (TB
Credits Weight
Credit
4.0
4 .0
4.0
4 .0
4.0
2 .0
4 .0
4
3 .0
4 .0
2 .0
2 .0
4 .0
4 .0
2 .0
2 .0
3 .0
3 .0
3 .0
2 .0
Principles of Finance 3.0
Business Law 3.0
Medical Law 3.0
Legal Procedures 3.0
Marketing 3.0
Textiles 4.0
Apparel Access 4.0
Prins Slsmship 2.0
Retail Buying Tech 3.0
Retail Merchandising 1 3.0
Retail Merchandising 2 3.0
Store Orgnztin Mgt 2.0
Advrtsg Sale Prom 3.0
Coop Work Experience 2.0
Current Retlg Prac 2.0
Med Off Prac Mgt 1 2.0
Med Off Prac Mgt 2 2.0
Med Offce Communct 2.0
Sectl Practice 2.0
School Record Acct 2.0
Ed Prob Sch Secy 1 2.0
Ed Prob Sch Secy 2 2.0
Refresh Steno Greg
Refresh Steno Pitm
Steno 1 Gregg
Steno 2 Greg
Steno 3 Greg
30G) Steno 4 Gregg
17P) Steno 1 Pitman
18P) Steno 2 Pitman
19)P Steno 3 Pitman
30P) Steno 4 Pitman
41) Legal Steno 1
42) Legal Steno 2
43) Medical Steno 1
44) Medical Steno 2
Typing
TYP 01 (TB 020) Refresh Typing
TYP 11 (TB 20) Typing 1
TYP 12 (TB 21) Typing 2
TYP 13 (TB 22) Typing 3
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0.0 03
0.0 03
30
3.0
3.0
3.0
3 .0
3 .0
3 .0
3 .0
3 .0
4 .0
3 .0
4 .0
0.0 02
2:0
2.0
2.0
DEPARTMENT-CHEMISTRY and CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
New Course Old Course Credit
Number Number Title Credits Weight
Chemistry
CHM 11 (SC 1) Gen. Chemistry 1 4.0
CHM 11 (SC 1) Chem 1 Lecture
CHM 12 (SC 2) Gen. Chemistry 2 4.0
CHM 12 (SC 2) Chem 2 Lecture
CHM 15 (SCT 1) Fund Modern Chem 3.0
CHM 22 (SC 21) Gen Chem Qual Anal 5.0
CHM 24 (SC 6) Plastics Chemistry 4.0
CHM 31 SC 3) Organic Chem 1 4.0
CHM 32 (SC 4) Organic Chem 2 4.0
CHM 33 (SC 7) Quantitative Analysis 4.0
CHM 35 (SC 5) Fund Organic Chem 4.0
CHM 41 (SC 8) Biochemistry 4.0
CHM 43 (SC 12) Physical Chemistry 4 .0
CHM 44 (SC 15) Chemical Instrumen 3.0
CHM 45 (SC 14) Industrial Analys 4.0
CHM 46 (SC l,6) Intro Chem Industry 2.0
Science
SCI 11 (SS 1) Principles Science 1 4.0
SCI 12 (SS 2) Principles Science 2 4.0
SCI 14 (SS 3) Intro to Science 4.0
Plastics
PITS 01 (SC 81) Intro to Plastics 0.0
PLS 02 (SC 82) Plastics Tech 0 .0
PLS 03 (SC 83) Adv Plastics Tech 0 .0
PLS 11 (TP 1) Fundamentals Plastics 2 .0
PLS 12 (TP 2) Plastics Materials 3.0
PLS 31 (TP 3) Plastic Process 1 3.0
PLS 32 (TP 4) Plastic Process 2 3 .0
PLS 35 (TP 5) Dsgn Plas Prod 1 2.0
PLS 36 (TP 6) Dsgn Plas Prod 2 2.0
PLS 37 (TP 7) Fabrication 1 3.0
PLS 38 (TP 8) Fabrication 2 3.0
PLS 41 (TP 9) Reinforced Plastic 3 .0
DEPARTMENT-ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES
New Course Old Course Credit
Number Number Title Credits Weight
Electrical
ELC 01 (TER 1) Basic Electricity 1 0.0 04
ELC 02 (TER 2) Basic Electricity 2 0.0 04
FLC 11 (TE 01) Intro Elec Circuit 3.0
ELC 15 (TE 32) Elec Technology 3.0
ELC 21 (TE 1) AC Circuits 4.0
ELC 25 (TE 3) Transistor Vacm Tube 4.0
ELC 31 (TE 2) Networks Trans Line 4.0
ELC 35 (TE 4) Comunctns Electron 4.0
ELC 38 (TE 7) Elec Mea Prod Dsgn 2 .0
ELC 41 (TE 5) . Elec Mach Power 4.0
ELC 45 (TE 8) Elect Project Lab 1 .0
ELC 47 (TE 9) Elec Engr Tee Prob 1 .0
ELC 61 (TE 21) Elect Power Syst 4.0
ELC 62 (TE 22) Elec Layout Estm 4.0
ELC 63 (TE 23) TV Radar 4.0
ELC 64 (TE 24) Pulse Digit Circuit 4.0
ELC 65 (TE 25) Computers 4.0
ELC 66 (TE 26) Servo Systems 4.0
ELC 67 (TE 27) Semi Conduct Circs 4.0
ELC 68 (TE 28) FM Microwaves 4.0
ELC 69 (TE 29) Electrnc Mfg Techn 4.0
ELC 92 (TE 41) Advanced Elect Sem 2.0
Mechanical
MEC 09 (TM 09)
MEC 11 (TM 1)
MEC 12 (TM 2)
MEC 15 (TM 32)
MEC 24 (TM
MEC 25 (TM
MEC 27 (TM
MEC 28 (TM
MEC 31 (TM
MEC 33 (TM
MEC 35 (TM
MEC 41 (TM
MEC 45 (TM
MEC 51 (TM
MEC 61 (TM
MEC 62 (TM
MEC 63 (TM
MEC 64 (TM
MEC 65 (TM
MEC 66 (TM
MEC 67 (TM
MEC 01 (TM
DEPARTMENT-ENGLISH
New Course Old Course
Number Number
ENG 01
ENG 02
ENG 11
ENG 12
ENG 21
ENG 22
(GE 01)
(GE 02)
(GE 1)
(GE 2)
(GE 5)
(GE 6)
Intro Graphics 0 .0 02
Elem Probl Solve 0.0 03
Engrg Graphics 1 2.0
Engrg Graphics 2 2.0
3) Mech Technology 4.0
4) Engrg Processes 2.0
6-1) Prod Proc Meas 2.0
6-8) Mee Strngth Matt 1 4.0
11) Mee Strngth Malt 2 4.0
12) Machine Design 3.0
14) Thrmdynms Heat Tra 4.0
15) Mfg Org Mgt 4.0
16) Metalogy Engr Matr 2.0
7) Mech Project Lab 1 .0
21) Descrip Geometry 2.0
22) Advanced Mach Design 4.0
23) Tool Design 4.0
24) Refrig Air Condt 4.0
25) Heating Ventilation 4.0
26) Industrial Mgt 4.0
27) Industrial Plant Pln 4.0
01) Instmt Control Sys 4.0
Title
Writing Lab
Reading Lab
English Comp 1
English Comp 2
Classical Lit
Modern Lit
Credit
Credits Weight
0.0 03
0.0 03
3.0
3 .0
3 .0
3.0
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ENG 24 (GE 5-1)
ENG 25 (GE 6-1)
ENG 31 (GE 7)
ENG 33 (GE 8)
ENG 41 (GE 9)
ENG 45 (GE 10)
ENG 51 (GE 12)
ENG 55 (GE 18)
ENG 61 (GE 21)
ENG 65 (GE 20)
DEPARTMENT-HEALTH
New Course Old
Number
	
Number
HLT 11 (GH 1)
HLT 21 (GH 3)
HLT 23 (GH 2)
HLT 31 (GH 5)
HLT 32 (GH 6)
HLT 41 (GH 4 )
HLT 45 (GH 7)
HLT 81 (GH 8)
HLT 91 (GH 9)
DEPARTMENT-MATHEMATICS
New Course Old Course
Number Number Title Credits
Rlem Alvebra. 0 .0 03
Plane Geometry 0.0 03
Inter Algebra 0.0 0.3
Trigonometry 0.0 0.3
Fund Arith Alg 0.0 0 .3
Intro College Math 3 .0
Survey of Math 1 3 .0
Survey of Math 2 3.0
College Algebra 3.0
Math Analysis 3 .0
Anal Geom Cale 1 4 .0
Anal Geom Cale 9 5.0
Anal Geom Cale 3 5 .0
Adv Math Engineers 4 .0
Probability Stats 3.0
Vectr Cale Lin Alg 4.0
MTH 01 (SM 01)
MTH 02 (SM 05)
MTH 03 (SM 02)
MTH 04 (SMH 1)
MTH 08 (SM 03)
MTH 11 (SMB 1)
MTH 13 (SML 1)
MTH 14 (SML 2)
MTH 17 (SMT 10)
MTH 18 (SMT 2)
MTH 31 (SM 11)
MTH 32 (SM 12)
MTH 33 (SM 13)
MTH 34 (SM 14)
MTH 35 (SM 15)
MTH 41 (SM 24)
DEPARTMENT-MODERN LANGUAGES
New Course Old Course
Number Number Title
French
FRN' 11 (GF 0'1)
FRN 12 (GF 02)
FRN 13 ('GF 03)
FRN 21 (r=n' 11
"^N' 22, (GF 2)
FRN 23 (GF 3)
FRN 24 (GF 4)
German
GER 11 (GG 0)
GER 12 (GG 02)
GER 13 (GG 03)
GER 21 (GG 1)
GER 22 (GG 2)
GER 23 (GG 3)
GER 24 (GG 4)
Rusian
RUS 11 (GR 01)
RUS 12 (GR 02)
RUS 13 (GR 03)
RUS 21 (GR 1)
Spanish
SPN 11 (GSP 01)
SPN 12 (GSP 02)
SPN 13 (GSP 03)
SPN 21 (GSP 1)
SPN 22 (GSP 2)
SPN 23 (GiSP 3)
SPN 24 (GSP 4)
SPN 25 (GSP 5)
English Lit 1 3.0
English Lit 2 3.0
Mod Amer Drama 3.0
Mod Amer Sht Stry 3.0
Mod Brit Amer Poetry 3.0
Great Novels 3 .0
Amer Lit Thought 3.0
Literary Criticism 3 .0
Shakespeare 3.0
English Hon Course 3.0
and PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Course
Title Credits
Fundamental Skills 0.5
Fundamental Swimming 0.5
Lifesvg Wtr Safety 0.5
Fall Seasnl Sports 0.5
Spring Seasnl Sports 05 .
Techniques of Dancing 0.5
Coed Activities 0.5
Fund Wrest Appar 0 5
Pers Hyg Cmnty Hlt 1.0
Credits
Elementary French 1 4.0
Elementary French 2 4.0
Intermed French 4 .0
College French 1 4 .0'
College French 2 4 .0
College French 3 3 .0
College French 4 3 .0
Elementary German 1 4.0
Elementary German 2 4.0
Intermed German 4 0
College German 1 4.0
College German 2 4.0
College German 3 3.0
College German 4 3.0
Elementary Russian 1 4.0
Elementary Russian 2 4.0
Intermed Russian 4.0
College Russian 1 4.0
Elementary Spanish 1 4.0
Elementary Spanish 2 4.0
Jntermed Spanish 4.0
College Spanish 1 4.0
College Spanish 2 4.0
College Spanish 3 3.0
College Spanish 4 3.0
College Spanish 5 3.0
DEPARTMENT-NURSING
New Course Old Course
Number Number Title Credits
NUR 11 (TN 1) Nursing Tech 1 5.0
NUR 12 (TN 2) Nursing Tech 2 9.0
NUR 13 (TN 3) Nursing Tech 3 10.0
NUR 14 (TN 4) Nursing Tech 4 10.
DEPARTMENT-PHYSICS
New Course Old Course Credit
Number Number Title Credits Weight
PHY 01 (SPT 01) Intro Coll Physics 0.0 04
PRY 11 (SPL 1) College Physics 1 4.0
PHY 12 (SPL 2) College Physics 2 4.0
PHY 21 (SPT 1) Technical Physics 1 4.0
PHY 22 (SPT 2) Technical Physics 2 3.0
PHY 31 (SP 11) Physics 1 4.0
PHY 32 (SP 12) Physics 2 4.0
PHY 33 (SP 13) Physics 3 4.0
PHY 34 (SP 14) Analytical Mechanics 4.0
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PHY 41 (SP 16) Electrcy Magnetism 3.0
PHY 51 (SP 23) Atomic Nuclear Phy 3.0
PHY 61 (SP 24) Computer Methods Pro 2.0
PHY 71 (SP 25) Astronomy Space Sci 3 .0
DEPARTMENT-SOCIAL STUDIES
New Course Old Course
Number Number Title Credits
Economics
ECO 21 (GS 4) Economics 3.0
Government
GOV 21 (GS 3) Government 3.0
GOV 31 (GS 13) Comparative Govt 3.0
History
HIS 11 (GS 1) History of Civil 1 3 .0
HIS 12 (GS 2) History of Civil 2 3.0
HIS 21 (GS 8) American History 1 3.0
HIS 22 (GIS 9) American History 2 3.0
HIS 25 (GS 10) Mod Imprl Colnalsm 3.0
HIS 27 (GS 11) Modrn Hist Far East 3.0
HIS 31 (GS 14) Modern Lat Amer His 3.0
HIS 41 (GS 18) History of Bronx 3.0
Philosophy
PHL 21 (GS 7) Intro Philosophy 3.0
PHL 31 (GS 12) Phil Sci Tuman Val 3.0
Psychology
PSY 21 (GS 5) Psychology 3.0
PSY 31 ,(GS 15) Abnormal Psych 3.0
Sociology
SOC 21 (GS 6) Sociology 3.0
SOC 31 (GS 16) Minorities America 3.0
SOC 35 (GS 17) Intro Social Work 3.0
DEPARTMENT-SPEECH and the FINE and PERFORMING ARTS
New Course Old Course
Number Number Title Credits
Speech
SPH 01 (GSD 03)
SPH 10 (GSD 00)
SPH 11 (GSD 3)
SPH 12 )GSD 4)
SPH 21 (GSD 13)
SPH 25 (GSD 15)
SPH 31 (GSD 16)
SPH 35 (GSD 17)
SPH 41 (GSD 18)
SPH 42 (GSD 19)
SPH 51 (GSD 20)
ISPH 52 (GSD 21)
Art
ART 11' (GA 1)
ART 21 (GA 2)
ART 31 (GA 3)
Music
MUS 11 (GM 1)
MUS 15 (GM 2)
MUS 21 (GM 11)
MUS 22 (GM 12)
MUS 23 (GM 33)
MUS 24 (GM 34)
MUS 31 (GM 21)
MUS 32 (GM 22)
MUS 33 (GM 35)
MUS 34 (GM 36)
MUS 41 (GM` 3)
MUS 42 (GM 4)
MUS 43 (GM 5)
MUS 44 (GM 6)
MUS 51 (GM 7)
MUS 52 (GM 8)
MUS 53 (GM 9)
MUS 54 (GM 10)
MUS 61 (GM 13)
MUS 62 (GM 14)
MUS 63 (GM 15)
MUS 64 (GM 16)
MUS 71 (GM 17)
MUS 72 (GM 18)
MUS 81 (GM 25)
MUS 83 (GM 26)
MUS 84 (GM 37)
MUS 85 (GM 38)
MUS 86 (GM 39)
MUS 91 (GM 28)
MUS 92 (GM 29)
MUS 95 (GM 30)
MUS 96 (GM 31)
Speech Clinic
Speech Clinic
Speech Fundamentals
Advanced Speech
Voice Diction
Argument Debate
Oral Intrprt Lit
Parliament Proced
Intro Play Product
Adv Play Production
Acting 1
Acting 2
Art Appreciation
Drawing Painting
Graphic Design
Music Appreciation
20th Cent Music
Choral Perform 1
Choral Perform 2
Choral Perform 3
Choral Perform 4
Orchstrl Perform 1
Orchstrl Perform 2
Orchstrl Perform 3
Orchstrl Perform 4
Theory I
Theory 2
Theory 3
Theory 4
Ear Training 1
Ear Training 2
Ear Training 3
Ear Training 4
Keyboard 1
Keyboard 2
Keyboard 3
Keyboard 4
Secondary Piano 1
Secondary Piano 2
Ensemble 1
Private Study 1
Private Study 2
Private Study 3
Private Study 4
Chamber Orches 1
Chamber Orches 2
Chamber Chorus 1
Chamber Chorus 2
0.0
0 .5
2 .0
2 .0
1 .0
3 .0
1 .0
1 .0
3 .0
3 .0
2 .0
2.0
1 .0
2 .0
2 .0
ORIENTATION COURSES
New Course Old Course
Number Number Title Credits
ORI 14 (TFO) Engr Tee Frsh Ornt 0.0
ORI 15 (EFO) Engr 'Sci Frsh Ornt 0.0
ORI 40 (BSO) Business Sr Orient 0.0
ORI 41 (TB SOA) Bus Orientn Sr Ace 0.0
ORI 42 (TB SOR) Bus Orientn Sr Ret 0 .0
ORI 43 (TB SOS) Bus Orient Sr Sec 0.0
ORI 44 (TSO) Engr Tee Sr Orient 0.0
ORI 45 (ESO) Engr Sci Sr Orient 0 .0
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Speech Department
Announces Booklet
'The Department of Speech has put out a booklet which lists the
various speech courses ; their prerequisite(s) and the matter covered
in each class . The aims of all these courses - both required an elec-
tive - is to provide and improve opportunities to learn about your
abilities and use them with the best results . These classes will also help
to provide students with opportunities in the speech arts, help them
to communicate successfully, and teach them to understand and appre-
ciate the spoken word . .
The curriculum advisors and faculty members of the Speech De-
partment will guide the student in planning a program which will con-
tain the required classes and possibly electives in the same field . The
courses that are available include non-credit courses, required courses,
and electives.
GSD 03-Speech Clinic-1 rec. 0 cr.
Remedial, clinical non-credit work carried on largely in the Freshman
year, in individual consultation or in carefully selected small groups .
In some cases, students may be continued in GSD 03 while taking pre-
scribed courses. (Open only to students assigned on the basis of the
Speech Placement Test or a Diagnostic interview .)
This non-credit class is giver. for students who have articulation
problems, voice problems and foreign or regional accents and who need
a little extra help in overcoming their speech handicaps . Most students
will, some time or other, be called upon to stand in front of a group
to give a speech or to debate a topic, so it is wise to clear-up the handi-
caps in the beginning.
GSD 3 - Speech Fundamentals - 3 rec. 2 cr .
Development of effective oral communication skills. Preparation and
presentation of original speeches to entertain and inform . Voice pro-
duction and elementary phonetics. Individual conferences .
Prereq . : GE 2, GE 1 ..
The required course is designed to provide a student with a found-
dation for skillfull, confident speaking, including understanding and
appreciating the elements of oral communication . Generally, it is taken
after the English Composition courses. However, in some curricula
and in special circumstances, it may be taken before or at the same
time as the English Composition courses.
GSD 4 - Advanced Speech - 3 rec. 2 cr .
Composition and delivery of documented speeches to persuade and
convince and to impress ; group discussions on topics of current and
lasting interest ; instruction and practice in propaganda analysis. In-
dividual conferences . Prereq. GSD 3 .
The main objective of the course is public speaking with all its
facets : rhetoric, the principles and methods of persuasive speaking,
an understanding of the history of speech-making, and the main con-
tributors to the theory and practice of the art are all covered .
Generally, this course serves students as a laboratory in which to
practice public speaking skills as they learn to express their ideas more
effectively .
GSD 13 - Voice and Diction - 2, rec. I cr .
Intensive speech diagnosis, corrective and development exercises and
the systematic study of effective oral communication for future teach-
ers, lawyers, actors, etc . Individual conferences . Prereq . : GSD 3 .
This course is directed toward those who want to improve their
voices and the clarity and distinctness of their spoken words . Con-
sideration is given to theories and facts relating to pitch, duration
and rate, volume, and vocal,quality .
GSD 14 - Play Production - 3 rec. 3 cr .
A basic course in the fundamentals of play direction and production .
Training in selecting, casting, producing and directing plays suitable
for community and college enrichment and entertainment . Individual
conferences. Prereq . : GE 1, GE 2 .
Students may not turn out to be professional actor-directors but
they will be better audience members and a better theatre critics .
The class will analyze, direct, act, and produce a play or plays . Each
member of the class will prepare a production book for each play
and the public production will be based upon the best ideas found in
the production books .
GSD 15 - Argumentation and Debate - 3 rec. 3 cr .
Principles and practices or argumentation and debate, including the
nature of persuasion, stating and analyzing propositions, identifying
issues, collecting materials, making briefs, preparing the case, evi-
dent and reasoning, refutation, style and delivery. Individual confer-
ences . Prereq . : GSD 3.
This course, through a study and application of theory and princi-
ples, will help the student develop skill in reasoned discourse, skill in
reflective thinking, an understanding of and a consideration for the
opinions of others and the ability to work cooperatively with other
students in discussion groups and on debate teams .
GSD 16 - Oral Interpretation of Literature - 2 rec. 1 cr .
A speech arts course in the methods and techniques of oral delivery
of appropriate literary selections . Individual conferences. Prereq . :
GSD 3 .
This course is an advanced class in speech . Students get thorough
background in literature, along with practice in oral reading of prose,
poetry, and drama .
GSD 17 - Parliamentary Procedure and Practice - 2 rec. 1 cr .
A practical course in the effective use of parliamentary procedures
as a democratic instrument for group deliberation. Prereq .: GSD 3 .
In this course, students are given a thorough understanding of par-
liamentary procedure and a variety of experiences in conducting them-
selves as members of a parliamentary group .
All of these courses prove useful because there are various extra-
curricular activities which utilize these skills taught in these classes .
Such activities as : the Spring Speech Festival, the Debate Society,
the Dramatic Club activities, and the Student Government .
Sorry About
That Chief !
The unexpected has happened in
the realm of higher education .
Chancellor R. Gordon Hoxie of
LIU has eaten his own words The
words that brought stinging edito-
rials from student newspapers
were part of the speech Mr. Hoxie
delivered on October 1 at the dedi-
cation of Mackinac College, Macki-
nac Island, Michigan . The follow-
ing is the excerpt from this speech,
about which the controversy re-
volved :
"In our age, sadly characterized
by so-called participatory democ-
racy in academia, ranging from
the Berkeley demonstrations to the
so-called free universities where
existentialists, anarchists, and
Communists have driven academic
freedom from their midst, it is
heartening to find a new born col-
lege declaring its belief in the dig-
nity of man .
"What a contrast with the Ex-
istentialists, the neo-Marxists, the
neo-Pacifisists, and neo-Anarchists
is your brave young experimental
college . . ."
Chancellor R. Gordon Hoxie
claimed that he never sent copies
of his speeches to any of the stu-
dent editors, but, in this particular
case, he wanted to test student re-
action. He didn't have to wait long .
The student newspaper at the
Brooklyn center stated, "The Chan-
cellor's words were those that one
might expect to hear expressed at
a meeting of the Daughters of
the American Revolution or by a
17th century "Cotton Mather" (for
those of us not familiar with
American history "Cotton Mather
was a leader in the Puritan witch,
craft trials) .
The newspaper at C. W. Post
College in Brookville, said, "Hoxie
was expressing an antiquarian
philosophy. We are glad," quoted
the editorial, "that Dr. Hoxie is
not teaching classes any longer.
"Any man who says he believes in
democracy and yet would chastise
anyone for believing in existen-
tialism, communism, anarchism, or
any other philosophy in a free
country is either a hypocrite or out
of touch with reality. We seriously
doubt whether the chancellor, by
his ridiculous grouping of these
terms, even understands their
meaning."
The Student Council at the Brook-
lyn Center voted outright censure
of the LIU administration, while
tre Student Government at Post
was mildly displeased over the
whole incident. It may be men-
tioned that the Student Govern-
ment at Post, at the same time it
expressed displeasure, gave a vote
of confidence to the administra-
tion of LIU.
Dr. Hoxie expressed regret over
the speech . He said that his re-
marks on existentialism were "un-
fortunate" and they would have
been dropped if he had to make
the speech again. Two weeks ago,
he went so far as to travel to the
Brooklyn Campus to amend his re-
marks, and also to offer apologies
if the remarks offended anyone.
He also added that it was not a
direct attack on student participa-
tion in -university life, just on the
Castro takeover of the Univer-
sity of Havana. Mr. Hoxie's com-
ment on the entire situation, was,
"I've learned to not dige so many
speeches, and to toil over my
phrases a little longer."
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(as Chairman of the Student Inquiry Committee) to heed the follow-
ing individuals and question them on the matter : Mr. Eugene Fixler,
Coordinator of Student Activities ; Mr. Frederick Zielke, Coordinator
of Evening Student Activities ; Mr. Peter Lesser, President of Day
Student Council; Mr. Raymond Finkel, Chairman of the Constitutional
Committee ; Mr. Jan Ickovic, Chairman of the Social Committee ; and
Mr. Jay Mostel, Treasurer of Day Student Council. A full written
report will be made to the President . It will consist solely of the
statements made by the persons mentioned above . He will not make
any comment whatsoever on the subject (in order that the report
may be totally objective) .
However, we are publicly challenging Mr. Mostel to debate on any
issues he chooses. He has asked one of us if he is running for Presi-
dent next term. We can only assure him that he would never run
against Mr. Lesser.
In conclusion, we apologize to all concerned for any statements we
made in the letter printed last issue which were either, wrong, un-
biased, or unwarranted.
Sincerely yours,
Steve Reisman
Admin. Asst. to the Exec . Comm .
Chairman, Student Inquiry Comm .
Greggory Zizza
Liaison to Assembly
ACCOUNTING CONFAB
The second annual Accounting
Career Conference, sponsored by
the members in the Field of Edu-
cation Committee of the New York
State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, will be held on Satur-
day, December 10, 1966, at the
'Commodore Hotel from 9 :30 AM
to 1 :00 PM, according to Professor
Arthur Hirshfield .
Plans call for a series of four
panels covering such aspects -as
public, corporate, cost and gov-
ernmental accounting, and sys-
tems, automation and the teaching
of accounting .
Liberal arts_ and business stu-
dents are invited to attend . The
panel discussions will be led by
eminent practioners, and ample
time for questions and answers
will be provided.
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AND LAUGHS
To the Editor :
I would like to answer Steve
Reisman's last Forum 7 letter .
Personally, I feel that retracting
the letter you wrote in the last
Communicator is insufficient. How-
er, I will now answer the ques-
tions you asked me when we left
off. You stated that I took 40 or
60 seats for my fraternity for the
Anthony and the Imperials con-
cert without the permission of Jan
Ickovic or Peter Lesser, Well, I
did - in fact, I took all 987 of the
tickets. Might I inform you that,
as Chairman of Public Relations,
my job, as it states in the school
Constitution, is "to promote the
sale. of all tickets for student coun-
cil functions." I, therefore, do not
need Mr. Ickovic's nor Mr. Lesser's
permission (although he seems to
think that everyone needs his per-
mission to do anything) .
I will say this, though, when I
first received my tickets, I found
that the first three rows in the
orchestra were missing. Mr. Icko-
vic decided that he would like the
share beforehand. True, upon the
request of my fraternity and upon
noticing just what was going on,
I separated not 50, not 40, but 30
seats in the balcony. Jan Ickovic
took the first three rows in the
orchestra. I do not see how you
can say that I took tickets with-
out permission when, in fact, tick-
ets were taken from me without
permission .
At this time, I conceded to what
seemed to be popular demand and
I let Jan Ickovic handle the ticket
selling. My fraternity did not get
a block of seats . My fraternity
Sat in the balcony at the concerti
noticed that you and Mr. Z zza
sat in the third row orchestra. Mr.
Reisman, how did you ever get such
good seats?
Steve, you always seem to have
your facts wrong - or perhaps
your information was given to you
by the wrong person . Obviously,
this person is as highly prejudiced
as you also seem to be. Could it
possibly be that you, as well as
Stu Hoberman, desired the posi-
tion of Liaison to Assembly, and
you lost out? Might you be preju-
diced for that reason? I can see
your point, but please don't take
it out on Student Council. By the
way, who are you supporting for
President of Student Council next
term? You couldn't possibly be
running yourself.
Mr. Reisman, you always but
into situations which do not con-
cern you. As a student of the
school, instead of writing lies and
nonsense, why don't you try to
work on Council for a change? Stop
disagreeing with everybody and
start finding out the facts instead
of lies . Why don't you help student
council instead of hindering it?
As I stated before, retracting
your article is not enough . You
have already carelessly hurt many
people who don't deserve your cri-
ticism. Instead of knocking XKE,
a group that works hard in student
government term after term, why
don't you ask your friend, Jan
Ickovic, why we lost 1,000 dollars
on the Anthony and theImperial
Concert? Ask him why people
were turned back from buying
tickets because there was no one
in the ticket booth-Oh, yes, Jan
appointed his fraternity brother,
Ronnie Hayne, to sit in the booth
from 10 AM till 2 PM (with an
hour break for lunch) . How could
tickets possibly sell this way? A
week after the performance Stu-
dent Council received a bill for $120
from the band that backed up An-
thony. Someone gave the band per-
mission to rehearse at $60 an
hour .
I cannot blame Mr. Zizza be-
cause I know he didn't write a
word of it . How could he? As
Liaison to Assembly he seems to
have trouble speaking for the Ex-
ecutive Committee at assembly
meetings . I'll even go so far to say
that in my opinion, the Liaison to
Assembly last term was 100%
more effective than the one we
have this term .
But, Mr. Reisman,a I have
come to expect such a display from
you. I am hoping that the BCC
Communicator has enough sense
to relieve you of any duties that
you have on the paper. Then the
students won't have to read what
I consider propaganda. We have
enough of this in Mr. Lesser's
column. Student Council has enough
problems-we don't need any more
from you .
Respectfully submitted
Jay Mostel
Treasurer of Student Council
AND MORE LAUGHS
To the Editor :
In the Communicator of October
27, 1966, "Mr. (sic) Steve Reis-
man rambles on about the "string
for power" by Stuart Hoberman .
I feel deeply dissapointed that a
"responsible" student, affiliated
with the student newspaper, could
put together such a vindictive let-
ter as the one written against one
of the few students who sincerely
holds the ideals of both BCC and
the students in mind .
As a matter of fact "Mr." (sic)
(Steve Reisman, correcting your
"factual" letter, Mr. Hoberman was
elected Liberal Arts and Sciences
representative in 1965 .
Concerned Student,
Fred Solomon
Bulletin Board
With A Purpose
The late critic, David Bo-
roff, once said that one can
gauge the quality of a univer-
sity by its bulletin board . Pro-
fessor Wallace Sokolsky is
seeking to make Bronx Com-
munity College tops in the
country.
The Purpose
"There is no ultimate wisdom,"
Professor Sokolsky quoted, as he
described the purpose of the new
bulletin board located opposite the
student elevator.
"The bulletin board is not de-
signed to provide new insight for
students, faculty and staff," he
continued, "but rather to reawaken
experiences that they have felt by
a maxim or quotation. A good
aphorism is like a cartoon or a
work of art . It crystalizes experi-
ence ."
The Idea
Professor Sokolsky's fondness of
these various quotations prompted
his want to share them with the
school, and to welcome suggestions
and quotes from students and fac-
ulty.
"Credit must be given to Dr .
Silverman for his courage in per-
mitting' the bulletin board to be
placed so prominently without
knowing fully what was to go on
it," Professor Sokolsky modestly
stated ."In fact," he continued,
',when the bulletin board was first
put up, one of Dr . Silverman's
collegues asked him whether it was
"Silverman's Folly."
. The Operation
Although it takes him quite a
bit of time to put up the letters,
Professor Sokolsky finds satisfac-
tion in this public catharsis and
in the many comments received
from students, faculty and staff .
The Quotes
Professor Sokolsky says this
about "his" quotations : "Wisdom
is not only expressed by academi-
cism. In fact, it is often found in
commonplace popular songs . These,
perhaps, are less effective because
they are expressed unaesthetically
or crudely."
The questions include Heracletus,
Pascal, Shakespeare and others .
Some of Professor Skolsky's
favorite back quotes are :
"The journey of one thousand
miles begins with a single step ."
"Silence may be golden, or the
poverty of wit ."
"Mr. Atley is a modest man, and
has much to be modest about ."
"Nothing is good or bad, but
thinking makes it so."
"A successful marriage involves
not only finding the right person,
but being one ."
"Happiness may be less a station
at which one arrives than a method
of traveling."
Each term, Professor Sokolsky
ends each of his classes with this
pondering note :
"The soul of wit is to see unity
where others see diversity, and to
see diversity where others see
unity ."
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Veteran's Announcement
In view of the importance of the G.I . Bills to student veterans,
the Veterans Administration requested the COMMUNICATOR and
other college newspapers of the City University of New York to open
a joint effort to help them obtain information on the alternative
methods used for payment of loans in the field of education .
Technically, the veteran-students must save a two month payment,
in advance, to meet their expenses at school since the Veterans Ad-
ministration will not mail any payment check until a month or more
of school has been completed . To notify the V .A. of regular school
attendance, the student must send in a certificate, with his signature
on it, confirming this, or he will be delayed in receiving a check . The
law states that a veteran must send these certificates in as evidence
that he has attended classes as the school requires . In order to prevent
any postponements or deferments of checks, the student-veteran should
be prompt and accurate in his procedures . Then, after the first certi-
ficate has been sent in, on the twentieth of every month a check will
be mailed to the student-veteran, so he can meet his payments in
school .
The G.I . Bill defines a co-operative program, as one which is com-
prised of full-time school work carried on in the classroom with addi-
tional training following in a reciprocal fashion as long as the latter
relates closely to the work done in class, such as : laboratory, research,
and field work required in the subject or course .
Allowances are :
Monthly Payments Available to Veterans :
Type of
	
No One Two or More
Program Dependents Dependent Dependents
Institutional
Full Tim $100 $125 $150
Three-Quarter Time 75 95 115
Half-Time 50 65 75
Less than Half-Time Rate of established charges for tuition and
fee, not to exceed $50 if more than Y4 time;
not to exceed $25 if 74 time or less .
While on Active Duty : Rate of established charges for tuition and
fees, or $100 per month for full time course,
whichever is less. No allowance for de-
pendents .
Cooperative Training 80 100 120
Correspondence Cost only.
Full-time training courses are 14 semester hours, or the equivalent .
Three-quarter time equals 10 to 13 hours .
Half-time is 7 to 9 semester hours .
Less than half-time, but more than one-quarter time, is 4 to 6
semester hours.
One-quarter time or less is 1 to 3 semester hours .
If the student attends summer school or if his course does not re-
quire a full semester for completion, he will be subjected to the four-
teen hour standard, which is equal to all his classwork, plus the addi-
tional, required activities stated above .
The student-veteran must understand that the amount of a check
will be based on the charge for each lesson completed or the amound
of money for student expenditure for each lesson at an established rate .
It is also important for the student-veteran to realize that the G .I .
Bill deals only with school . If the student receives a salary from work
done outside of school, the salary will be for his own use, whatever it
may be.
COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER
GLEANINGS
GOES TWICE
The Staff of Gleanings, the BCC
arts magazine, will publish two is-
sues this year. The editors wel-
come contributions from students
in all areas of study. Plays, poems,
stories, articles, and reports should
be typed (double-space.) Draw-
ings should be in black ink on
white paper .
Please submit material to the
editors, to Dr. Mandelbaum (Fac-
ulty Advisor) or mail to Glean-
ings. (Mail Box E 40) ) . All con-
tributions become the property of
Gleanings. The staff has no facili-
ties for returning unpublished
work .
Students interested in learning
the phases of magazine production
are invited to join the staff . The
first meeting of the year will be
held on Thursday, in the Concourse
Center (Room 2) from 1-2 PM .
ANNOUNCEMENT OF COLLOQUIA
ANNOUNCEMENT OF COLLOQUIA
The Physics Department has announced the continuation of its col-
loquia on topics of current interest in physics . All colloquia will meet
at 12 :30 PM on the following dates. Coffee will be available prior to
the lecture .
DRAMA CLUB PLANS SEASON
This term, the Drama Club will
be presenting two original plays
under the supervision of Mr. Ni-
cholas Gilroy, the club advisor.
The club will also present a farce,
and there is talk of another play
to be produced under the direction
of Mr. Jay Lucker, the club's Vice
President . Anyone interested ii
my aspect of play production, with
or without any previous experience
should leave his name and where
he can be reached at the Publica
tions Office . For future meeting :
the Drama Club will have sign
posted around the school .
JFK OFFERS GROUP DYNAMICS
The John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Human Relations Society has re-
sumed this term with its emphasis
)n service to the school .
JFK is a very unique club offer-
ing a new experience to students
through its use of Group Dynamics
and various communication skills .
Students interested in finding out
more about this organization are
advised to get in touch with Mr .
Fred Zeilka, the Club's advisor, in
` Room 3-14 .
Oops!
Pardon us, for failing to mention
two members of - the Chemistry
Department in a recent article in
the Communicator .
Mr. William Hodge, a former
student at Bronx Community Col-
lege, is a technical assistant work-
inn with the Chemistry Depart-
ment.
Mrs. Susan Silk, holder of a Ba-
chelor of Chemical Engineering De-
gree from City College, is an in-
structor in the Chemistry Depart-
ment .
Newman Program
The Newman Club wishes to in-
vite all interested students to their
meetings held every Thursday, 1-2
PM, in Room 3-6 . Father Thomas
Hennessey, S.J. is the new cha-
plain this fall as Father McNamara
is in Chicago for a year . Father
Hennessey works in the field of
guidance and is presently located
at Fordham University .
According to Dr. McCulloch, the
club's faculty advisor, the general
aims of the club for this year are,
"We are going to have one get to-
gether for prospective members
and two meetings at an evening
hour to which students from the
Nursing Residence would be invit-
ed. However, the dates for these
events are not yet definite. We
would also like to have a dance,
possibly around St. Patrick's Day,
and some type of outing. There
will, of course, be our annual Com-
munion Breakfast in the spring."
The Newman Club is trying to
provide students with a well-round-
ed program of spiritual, intellec-
tual and social activities, having
its base in the Roman Catholic
Church .
Anyone seeking further informa-
tion may contact Dr. McCulloch in
Room 4-19 .
SKILLS WANTED
'FOR YEARBOOKS
Genesis, BCC_ yearbook, would
like to have applicants for the
staff right away. Every type of in-
terest and skill can be offered :
typing, art and layout work, filing,
photography, creative writing, and
just general good taste and judg-
ment. The yearbook will find use-
ful and interesting work for you
on the staff-merely apply to the
Publication Office, across 184th
Street, opposite the school, or see
Dr. Pollin in Room 5-9 . Make sure
that you are in this worthwhile
school activity, with a congenial
group of staff members working
toward the production of a fine
testimony to our school's abilities
and activities . The yearbook meets
every Thursday in Room 426, 12 :30
to 1 :30 PM. Drop in .
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dren at a circus. Mr. Reisman had
a perfect right to sound off. He
probably could not take the per-
formance any longer . Theoretically,
it is true that the Assembly serves
the needs of all students, but I
wonder if most Assembly reps are
aware of this. I seriously doubt
that the Assembly can serve its
intended functions . Watching the
Assembly in action, I could see why
Mr. Reisman was driven to the
point of zealous protest . I am sure
that many others will follow, com-
menting on his facts and content,
but I doubt if any will follow dis-
agreeing with his condemnations
of behavior witnessed each Monday .
Respecfully yours,
Joe Adler
Editor-in-Chief of Newsletter
on leave
Spotlight On Sports
«,	~.~~By MARSHA MALITZ
Every season has at least one well known sport, and this
fall is no exception to the rule . Baseball, hockey, wrestling
soccer, or any other sport you care to practice starts its sea-
son in the fall and continues through the cold months of win
ter. But alas, football - that's the sport to watch . It is on
Of the biggest spectator sports, growing more and more pop-
ular each season. If you doubt me, try and get into Yankee
Stadium when the football Giants are in town (although
understand this year you may be able to) . Why this year
It's the terrific inefficiency that the Giants demonstrate o
the field - better known as "How to lose a football game in
ten easy steps ."
For further proof on the subject of popularity, one has only to as
the 100,000 fans who came to see Joe Namath return for an exhibi-
tion game in Alabama. I may point out that half the crowd in the
stands was of the weaker sex . Early in the first period, the 400,00
dollar "bonus baby" (some baby!), was hit on the . knee. Joe was S
enthusiastic about the rest of the game that, even with his leg tape
pp, he continued to parade along the side-lines wearing polka-do
shorts. He had to wear them (borrowed them from the locker row
boy) because of the tremendous swelling about his kneecap .
In any case, pro-football still means a Sunday afternoon of complete
and utter boredom . It is a tine (at least for a few hours) when
wife is really bored . In other words, girls, we are bored and, at the
same time, ignored . But there is hope. We have another alternative
Learn about it. So, 1 did. In an hour lecture by Allie Sherman, I was
able to comprehend the "art of football." For example: "belly" (yea,
I laughed too) is a faking or handing off of the ball to an oncoming
back by thrusting it into his midriff . "Power Sweep" (reading Byrne)
means a running play around end in which the ball carrier is give
blockin interference by two or more linemen and the other remaining
hacks. Ballcarrier must fall bark slightly to allow interference to for .,
before he turns the end at full speed. "Do Dad, offensive line blocking
maneuver :n which assignments are altered ; e .g., guard and tackle cross
over to pick up opposing linemen . "May the bird of paradise . . .
(woops, that slipped) To conclude, if you are able to understand the :
here's to you . How do then ever expect girls to understand' feotball
with all this pocketbook full of complicated nonsense . As someone
very famous once said, "They don't ."
MOVIE REVIEW
"GEORGY GIRL"
In today's search for reality or
screen, a new try has been mach
-"Georgy Girl." This valiant ap-
tempt to present the "Mod" ap- .
proach to love, and the dilemina
of a pretty but not beautiful of
sexy girl who desperately needs
love, fell far below the expecta-
tions set, considering the fact that
the cast was so professionally
great .
The acting, provided by Lynn
Redgrave (sister of Vannessa Red-
grave of "Morgan" fame), James
Mason, Alan Bates and Charlotte
Rampling, was excellent . The ac-
tors interpreted their roles per-
fectly. However, even with the
valiant effort put into the char-
acterizations, the plot was thread-
bare. The story is basically boy
gets girl who doesn't want him .
Boy sees other girl who does want
him. Arrangements are made and
the second girl takes over for the
first. However, she looses man
over the love of the baby from
the first marriage. She marries
the millionaire and lives happily
ever after.
One of the high points of the
movie was the theme music sup-
pled by a great folk group, THE
SEEKERS. One suggestion to the
producers-please record the sound
track, it was beautiful .
Five thousand people were mur-
dered with firearms in 1963. 01
these, 2,500 were killed with mail
order weapons . Clearly the easy
availability of firearms through
the mail, and the lack of control
for over the counter arms sales
contributed to these figures . There
is no question that firearms laws
have a direct effect on the homi-
cide rate by firearms. For exam-
ple, the homicide rate by firearm,
in 1964 was 72% in Dallas, Texas
where there are no laws restrict-
ing the availability of firearms,
This compares with 25% in New
York City, which has a strict law
It was pointed out by Joel Bern-
stock in a previous issue of Com-
municator in his column `Gun Box,
that, "no matter what the law, the
lawless will come up for a method
for evading it ." This may be true
for a large portion of the under-
world, particularly the big syndi-
cated organizations. However, a
firearms law would severely re-
strict such small time hooligans
as criminal narcotics addicts . Would
Mr. Bernstock like to consider the
effect on the crime and homicide
rate in New York City, if New
York's 50,000 narcotics addicts
could walk into a neighborhood
store which sells arms, lay down
I a few dollars and walk out with a
loaded pistol? Furthermore, would
Mr. Bernstock consider abolishing
laws against murder because they
are sometimes evaded?
Requirement of registration and
production of certificates may also
prevent an arms purchase on im-
pulse, to be used immediately . Re.
flection on the part of the pur .
chaser (a necessary result of go
ing to the trouble to obtain a cer-
tificate) may well lead the pur .
chaser to desist . The loss of such a
sale to the dealer would be the
price of community peace.
Registration of firearms and
control of distribution would not
infringe on the right to bear arm:
for lawful purposes, but would
make it difficult to purchase arm:
which could readily be used in the
commission of a crime. Mr. Bern-
stock raises the question of the
constitutionality of a firearms bill
because the second ammendment
guarantees the citizens the right
to "keep and bear arms ." Former
Attorney General Nicholas Kat .
zenhach has stated : "Which is
more significant, the right not to
be slightly inconvenienced in the
purchase of a firearm, or the right
not to be terrorized, robbed
wounded or killed?" Mr. Bern-
stock has himself stated that it
our "modern society" there is no
need for a civillian militia. That
was the original constitutional in-
tention.
Mr. Bernstock has urged support
for firearms controls bills backed
by the National Rifle Association,
and denounces the "Dod" bill . In
my next letter I will discuss two
NRA backed bills, several Dodd
bills, and other firearms control
bills that were put before Congress .
Gun Box Rebuttal
By Peter Frichauf Gun BuffsFor those who missed the first
meeting of the Rifle Club (or are
just interested in what goes on),
it ran as follows :
First of all, there was a good
turn-out. Nearly everyone was a
newcomes because most of the old
members have been graduated or
have been drafted Everyone was
introduced to the Faculty Advisor,
Prof. Irving Handel, and the offi-
cers, Ross Spiegel, President ; Ann
Dresch, Secretary; Suzane Paul,
publicity; Joan Cushin, Assembly
Representative, and Leo Miller,
IOC Representative.
The next order of business was
to clear away the paper work. Spe-
cial I .D. cards were distributed to
the members. These cards will
allow the students a discount at
the range (with or without the
presence of the club.)
Tentative dates were also agreed
upon, for trips to the range. Since
Nov. 8 and 25 are holidays, the
members decided these would be
convenient for the trips .
Membership is still open . Just
drop a note in -5-22 with your name
and address and you will be con-
tacted about the next meeting.
This is Russ Kennedy of Balboa Island, California, on an in-port field trip as a student aboard
Chapman College's floating campus .
The note he paused to make as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut's Tomb in the
Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World
Cultures professor.
Russ transferred the 12 units earned during the study-travel semester at sea to his record at
the University of California at Irvine where he continues studies toward a teaching career in life
sciences.
As you read this, 450 other students have begun the fall semester voyage of discovery with
Chapman aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, for which Holland-America Line acts as General Passenger
Agents .
In February still another 450 will embark from Los Angeles for the spring 1967 semester,
this time bound for the Panama Canal, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco,
Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark, Great Britain and New York .
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester at sea in your educational plans, fill
in the information below and mail .
COMMUNITY-SPORTS
GUN BOX
Joel Bernstock
In the past, I have been presenting 'personal opinions, at times
totally biased . Now-, I believe that it is time to give some practical
thoughts on shooting and guns . This material will be about the new
guns and equipment, and the problem of what the guns and ammuni-
tion will do. If you have any questions that I might be able to answer,
providing that they are sensible, perhaps I can help .
The new line of guns has just come out and, as expected, the publi-
city is great, but most of the guns are the same . Getting back to the
newest of the big names, the best hold-over is a .22 caliber straight
pull rifle . This is the first time that a rifle with this kind of an action
has been produced since the turn of the century . Another new develop-
ment came from Harrington and Richardson, the Ultra, and this rifle
has been classed as a gem, both in looks and performance .
The Winchester Arms Company has come up with a line of shoot-
ing replica of their old Models 66 and 91, that look great and shoot
just as well. Browning Arms has announced, (I'm reporting this be-
latedly), a lever action rifle with a detachable box magazine, a hold-
over from 1895, and the Winchester rifle of that year . Savage Arms
has also modified one of their old standbys, the Model 99, with a de-
tachable box magazine. This one has an indicator showing how many
cartridges there are in the magazine . It cost a bit more to buy the
rifle than the old Springfield, but, somehow, I'd take one of these over
the trustworthy service arm .
Each year one of the stores known for its sporting equipment has
an annual showing of the new rifles, and many more than those that
I have mentioned here. The show is to be announced in the near future .
The hunting season will have begun next week . A reminder : don't
forget your hunting license. And if you are going to get a first license,
you must take a Hunter Safety Course from a New York State Con-
servation Officer. II feel that I shouldn't have to repeat the rules of
safety. But remember, to be sure of your target. We may have an
over-population problem, but we have a better method of control
over it_
Phys. Ed. Majors Confab
By GAIL FINGER
Professor Michael Steuerman of
the Department of Health and
Physical Education has laid the
foundation of a club for prospec-
tive physical education majors.
"The need is great for a physical
education majors club here at
BCC, since so many of our grad-
uates go into health related fields,"
said Prof . Steuerman .
Physical education is a broad
field. Majoring in physical educa-
tion does not mean teaching ex-
clusively . Prof. Steuermn hopes to
awaken in BCC students the pos-
sibility of majoring in physical
therapy or recreation as well as
teaching. He also hopes to break
another myth that women physical
education majors are "ex-Marines ."
This is not the case today. The
physical education department at
BCC demonstrates this. Our women
instructors - are highly skilled,
young, attractive women. There is
a great demand for women in
health and physical education to-
day .
The club will offer curricular
advisement to students, by BCC
alumni, on necessary courses for
the physical education major . Ca-
reer guidance after graduation
from BCC will be offered also.
Club members will learn leader-
ship in sports . They will be af-
forded the opportunity to run in-
tramurals .
Club members will also attend
career conferences at various col-
leges. Professor Steuerman plans
to start a student chapter of the
American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
at BCC. Group sports activities
will be limited due to the lack of
adequate space .
Alan Cohen, Elaine Pealey and
Carolann Cervone, the club's ex-
ecutive committee, are in the pro-
cess of drawing up a constitution.
All students who would like to join
this worthwhile club are urged to
see Professor Steuerman in Room
BM-8 .
Keglers Take
1st Division
Bronx Community College's Bow
ing Team moved into first place
on Oct . 28, 1966, for the first time
in the history of the team .
Bronx defeated Nassau Commun
ity College, last year's Metropoli-
tan Champions by the score of
946 vs. 844
979 vs. 782
879 vs. 862
Outstanding for the Bronx boy
were :
Larry Kotel 187-227-160 total 57;
Ted Ringger 220-180-166 tots
566 . .
Fred Dominguez 192-170-214 tots
576 .
Right after crushing Nassau, the
Kegglers took on Ulster Commun
ity College . Once again, the score
were very high for the Bronx boys
Sam Faden 181-211-156 total 548 .
Fred Dominguez 216-209,168 tote
593 .
Bob Simon 192-213 total 405 .
Ted Ringger 209-196-175 total 58(
As of today, the College bowling
team has a record of :
101/2 Points won .
1 1/z points lost.
L The Swimming Team started it:
_ season against Maritime College
Nov. 4. This season is the first
time BCC will be competing it
collegiate style events. These dif-
- fen from high school events in the
- respect that the distances covered
are longer. There are four differ
ent types of strokes, in different
combinations, used in the meets,
These are, the Back Stroke, the
Free Style, the Breast Stroke and
' the most difficult of the strokes,
the Butterfly.
The first three meets will be
l high school style events . This is
done to give the respective teams
1 the chance to size up their men so
they can gauge in which events
the men will be most advantage-
ously placed for the team . They
' will be swimming the collegiate
events in the last four meets
against Monmouth College, Brook-
1 lyn College, St. Francis College
and Queens College, though Coach
Wong feels that our two toughest
opponents will probably be Mon-
mouth and Queens College.
Even though the season has al-
ready started, Coach Wong asks
all men, with or without experi-
BCC Mermen Meets
Maritime College
ence, to see him in the gymnasiumI to sign up for the team. The col-
legiate events are as follows :
400 yard medley relay
200 yard free style
5,0, yard free style
200 yard individual medley relay
200 yard butterfly
100 yard free style
200 yard backstroke
500 yard, free style .
200 yard breaststroke
400 yard free style relay.
The roster for competition in
the high school events is as fol-
lows :
400 yard medley relay: Uncertain
200 yard free style : Bob Miller,
Mike Pinto
50 yard free style : Bon Britto,
Marv Scherb
200 yard individual relay : Robert
Brown
100 yard butterfly : Robert Brown
Diving event : Hermuth Pescador
100 yard free style : Carl Ekblorn
400 yard free style : John Pescador
100 yard breaststroke: Woody Diaz
400 yard free style relay : John
Pescador, Marv Scherb, Ron
Britto, Carl Ekblom .
